This template can be used to help plan a Breakout EDU Digital Game.

CREATE A NEW DIGITAL GAME

Title Of Game

Description Of Game

Individual Locks
Puzzles can be solved in any order

Connected Locks
Sequential - One puzzle leads to another

END OF GAME REVEAL
Select a piece of content to show the player when they complete the game.

BREAKOUT EDU CONGRATS MESSAGE

IMAGE

TEXT

VIDEO EMBED CODE

ADD TIMER
You can add a timer to a Digital Game. Add the time in MM:SS if desired.
SELECT LOCK TYPE

- TEXT LOCK
- NUMBER LOCK
- DIRECTIONAL LOCK
- SHAPE LOCK
- COLOR LOCK

SELECTED COMBINATION

Clear

LOCK SETUP / STORY
Provide any text you want your players to see along with the content below.

LOCK CLUE
Select a content-type below to create a clue for this lock.

- IMAGE
- TEXT
- VIDEO EMBED CODE
SELECT LOCK TYPE

- TEXT LOCK
- NUMBER LOCK
- DIRECTIONAL LOCK
- SHAPE LOCK
- COLOR LOCK

SELECTED COMBINATION

Clear

LOCK SETUP / STORY
Provide any text you want your players to see along with the content below.

LOCK CLUE
Select a content-type below to create a clue for this lock.

- IMAGE
- TEXT
- VIDEO EMBED CODE
SELECT THE DIRECTIONS THAT WILL OPEN THE LOCK

SELECTED COMBINATION

Clear

LOCK SETUP / STORY
Provide any text you want your players to see along with the content below.

LOCK CLUE
Select a content-type below to create a clue for this lock.
SELECT THE SHAPES THAT WILL OPEN THE LOCK.

SELECTED COMBINATION

Clear

LOCK SETUP / STORY
Provide any text you want your players to see along with the content below.

LOCK CLUE
Select a content-type below to create a clue for this lock.
SELECT LOCK TYPE

ABC  TEXT LOCK
123  NUMBER LOCK
+    DIRECTIONAL LOCK
▲    SHAPE LOCK
COLOR LOCK

SELECT THE COLORS IN THE SEQUENCE THAT YOU WISH TO OPEN THE LOCK

SELECTED COMBINATION

Clear

LOCK SETUP / STORY
Provide any text you want your players to see along with the content below.

LOCK CLUE
Select a content-type below to create a clue for this lock.

IMAGE

TEXT

VIDEO EMBED CODE